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Abstract
Hyaluronic acid (HA) is the major constituent of the extracellular matrix (ECM) and
mainly acts as a filler in the connective tissues. The goal of the current study was to
develop and evaluate the physiochemical properties of HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds.
Chemical precipitation technique and the use of glutaraldehyde-based crosslinking
were utilized to prepare the nanoscaffolds. Dynamic light scattering (DLS), zeta sizer
(measurement of zeta potential), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and fourier
transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) were performed to characterize the produced
HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds. A relatively bimodal and monodispersed HA
nanohydrogels were obtained and the mean particle size was reported to be 291.30
nm. In addition, the results showed that zeta potential had a negative value (-5.96
mv). The FTIR results proved the crosslinking of the constructed scaffold. The
observed physiochemical specifications proposed that HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds
could hold promise in different biomedical implementations, in particular, tissue
regeneration.
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solution via different organic and/or
Introduction
toxic reagents [6].
Different covalent or non-covalent
crosslinks in the three-dimensional
structure of hydrogels enables them to
absorb bulky volumes of water [1-3].
When a chemical crosslinking is
applied, the stability of HA structures is
augmented [4,5]. Regarding HA,
hydrogels are usually fabricated
through chemical alterations in the
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Hyaluronic acid (HA) as the
potential candidate in construction of
the artificial matrices, shows several
superiorities in tissue engineering [7]. It
is a biodegradable, biocompatible and
bioactive compound which does not
generate immunological reactions [8].
Application of HA has offered
different advantages in the realm of
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biomedicine. As a prominent factor in
mediation
of
different
cellular
functions, one line of thought has been
its application in the clinic [9].
Transformation of HA into the
bendable sheets during the formation of
hydrogels has been reported in
preclinical and clinical observations
[10]. Different cells or therapeutic
compounds could be delivered into the
target tissues via HA-based hydrogels.
Moreover,
these
structures
can
influence the biological function of the
cells and alter their behavior. For
instance, the differentiation of stem
cells to a distinct tissue could be
modified by the interaction of HA
hydrogels with cellular signaling [11].
This effect is not observed using
polymer-based materials [6]. Future
research will witness the production of
novel biomaterials with exceptional and
remarkable properties.
HA-based constructs provide safe
and anti-microbial surfaces in the
fabricated biomaterials, which could be
applied in trauma, orthopedics and
dental surgery [12]. It has been
observed that topical HA has
advantageous effect in tackling dental
problems such as periodontitis and
gingivitis [13]. Also, HA not only
enhances the therapeutical effects of
delivered drugs in different diseases but
also plummets their adverse effects
[14]. Hydrogel nanoscaffolds have
been
utilized
in
creation
of
prevasculrized
dental
pulp–like
structures and cartilage tissue for dentin
and cartilage regeneration [15,16].
The unique structure of HA
hydrogels allows them increase cell
attachment, growth and speeding in the
field of stem cell therapy. Injectable
hydrogels are suitable candidates of
scaffolds in several tissue engineering
processes including pulp regeneration
[17].

Nanotechnology
has
gained
increasing momentum in fabrication of
cost-effective nanosystems by different
strategies. Nanohydrogels benefit from
the advantages of both hydrogels and
the nanosized systems. Nanohydrogels
have grabbed great attention since that
they can act as unique controlled drug
delivery systems, biological sensors,
absorbents and biomimetic structures
[18]. Nanohydrol can be developed
using either natural or synthetic
polymers for the abovementioned
applications [19].
The use of HA in this context can
significantly enhance the viscoelastic
specification of nanohydrogels and
affect the conservation of the volumes
and
shapes
in
the
aqueous
environments in an upward trend.
Ionical,
chemical
or
physical
crosslinkings could be used in their
fabrication. Similar to hydrogels,
nanohydrogels are biocompatible and
biomimetic materials due to their
hydrophilicity and softness properties
[20]. For instance, nanohydrogels have
been extensively utilized in the
synthesis of artificial extracellular
matrix (ECM) to assess the cell
functions such as proliferation and
differentiation
under
different
circumstances [21,22].
The objective of the current
investigation was to produce and
evaluate physicochemical properties of
HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds.
Experimental
General
Sodium hyaluronate and dimethyl
sulfoxide (DMSO) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich Co. Glutaraldehyde was
purchased from Merck. All other
chemicals were analytical grade and
utilized without additional puriﬁcation.
Synthesis of HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds
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HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds were
synthetized using solvent/non-solvent
chemical precipitation method.
In
brief, an equal volume of DMSO was
added to a 0.5% w/v HA sodium salt
solution in bidistilled water in a
dropwised manner (1 mL /min) under
magnetic stirring (500 rpm). Then,
glutaraldehyde (200 microliter) was
added to the reaction mixture to
produce crosslinking. The pH set to 4.5
using HCl (0.1 M) and the reaction
continued for 4 h under magnetic
stirring (500 rpm). The prepared
hydrogel was washed in ethanol and
water to remove the extra solvents and
reagents. The produced hydrogel was
then dried by lyophilization process.
Characterization of the nanoscaffold
Particle size and morphology
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) method
was used to determine the average
diameter of the nanoscafflod technique
(Malvern, United Kingdom). Moreover,
the morphology of the prepared
nanoscaffold was analyzed via scanning
electron microscope (SEM) analysis
(SEM, TESCAN, USA). Increments of
water/ethanol
were
utilized
to
dehydrate every porous nanohydrogels
in a serial manner for 10 min. The
nanoscaffold was left in ethanol (100%)
overnight followed by air drying and
vacuuming before imaging. Finally, a
thin layer of gold was coated on the
gels prior to the imaging.
Zeta potential measurements
Zeta sizer (Malvern, United Kingdom)
was applied to determine the zeta
potential of the HA hydrogel
nanoscaffold at 25 ± 1ºC. Zeta potential
assesses the surface charge of the
materials. Distilled water was used to
dilute the freshly prepared nanoscaffold
and afterward it was placed in the
capillary cell of the sizer.

Fourier
transform
infrared
spectroscopy (FTIR) analysis
The chemical structure of the HA
hydrogel nanoscaffolds was assessed
via
FTIR
analysis.
A
FTIR
spectrophotometer gave the FTIR
patterns using the KBr disk technique
from 400 to 4000 cm-1 at a resolution
of 4 cm-1.
Results and discussion
Particle size and morphology
Chemical precipitation crosslinking
approach is a common method in
preparation of HA hydrogels [23]. The
growth and nucleation of the material
are highly related to the chemical
reaction rate, which modulates particle
size and size distribution [24].
Establishment of proficient crosslinking
agents can regulate the particle size and
size distribution as well. Particle size
distributions
of
the
developed
nanoscaffolds are illustrated in Figure
1. The mean diameter of the HA
hydrogel-based
nanoscaffold
was
reported to be 291.3 nm. Moreover, the
Polydispersity index of 0.34 was
recorded
showing
a
bimodal
monodispersed size distribution in our
experiment. This also shows a narrow
size distribution. Sahiner and Jia
reported the preparation of one-step
synthesis of HA microhydrogel. They
prepared
uniform
spherical
microparticles (4.88 μm in size). The
authors believed that for the optimal
HA hydrogel particle preparation, the
chosen preparation method and the
MW of HA are so important
parameters.
The
prepared
microhydrogeles by them showed the
broad size distribution. Therefore, they
used ﬁltration paper to obtain the
narrow size distribution. They also used
divinyl
sulfone
as
crosslinker.
According to their discussion, the
alkaline condition needing for covalent
crosslinking of HA with divinyl sulfone
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leads to the significant decrease in
solution viscosity and then forming of

stable particles [25].

Figure 1. The size distribution of HA hydrogel nanoscaffold

The nano-pores and gel structure of
the nanoscaffold was assessed via SEM
(Figure 2). The construction method
and type of the hydrophobic
substituents are the main factors, which
affect the morphological structure of a
hydrogel system [26].
In a work by Collins and
Birkinshaw, the prepared HA hydrogel
showed an average pore size ranging
from 167 to 215 μm. They believed that
the prepared hydrogel would be an
appropriate place for cell proliferation
[27]. It was shown here that the pores
of the prepared nanoscaffold were in
network form which resembles the
ECM. Also, SEM results indicated that
the pore sizes were about 100 nm.
However, the precise pore size could
not be measured from these SEM
images.
Bulk gels or the traditional HA
hydrogels exhibit macroscopic network,
which
contains
indiscriminate
interconnected HA chains [28]. This
structure is missing the functional

diversity of the endogenous ECM [29].
The formation of crosslinking reaction
in the microscopic reaction vessel
results in the production of HA
hydrogel particles [6]. Tunable size,
ample internal space and large surface
area and the presence of functional
group are the main advantages of the
HA
hydrogel
particles
[30].
Furthermore,
sequestration
of
therapeutically active components
which control the liberation of HA
hydrogel particles and trigger their
biological activity occurs following an
accurate synthesis [6]. Microscopic and
nano-scale synthesis methods as
technological drivers of innovation as
well as the use of well-established
crosslinking agents have introduced
novel surrogates for traditional HA
hydrogels. Other structures have also
been developed in the recent years. It
has been shown that nanofibrous HA
hydrogels
have
anisotropic
specification and substitute cell-matrix
interactions [6].
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Figure 2. The scanning electron microscopy of HA hydrogel nanoscaffold

Zeta potential measurements
The zeta potential of the prepared HA
hydrogel nanoscaffold has been
presented in Figure 3. A spontaneous
surface electrical charge can be
obtained in every material after
exposure to a polar environment such
as water [31]. Literature search fetches
some mechanisms in this context such
as ionization of surface groups, the
differences in the electron affinity of 2
phases, differential ion dissolution,
differential
ion
adsorption,
isomorphism replacement, and surface
anisotropy. Among them, the surface
group ionization is the chief mechanism
regarding all surfaces that are metal
oxide or have amino and/or carboxyl
groups such as polyelectrolytes, ionic
polymers and proteins [32,33].
The suspension stability is also
anticipated via zeta potential. The best
stability is commonly defined in zeta
potentials above ±60 mV, whereas
particle aggregation occurs in zeta
potential less than ±5. Acceptable
short-term stability is obtained in the
zeta potentials between these two
ranges [34,35]. Surface charge of the
materials is a determinant factor in their

biological function. For instance, the
response of the body to the scaffolds
utilized in bone regeneration is in a
tight connection with the surface
specification of the materials. It has
been shown that binding and growth of
osteoblasts is higher in negatively
charged materials in comparison to the
positive surfaces. The incorporation of
a drug within or adsorption on the
surface of a material is also affected by
zeta potential [36,37].
For the prepared HA hydrogel by
Sahiner and Jia, the amount of zeta
potential was obtained –40 mV,
representing the high stability of the
particles suspention as well as the
protection of the carboxylic acid
functionality on HA after particle
formation. The authors believed that
due to the effective removing process
of the utilized surfactant, the observed
negative charge is unlikely to be related
to surfactants [25].
Sakulwech et al. have demonstrated
that the increment of HA content leads
to the generation of larger nanoparticles
with lower zeta potential since HA has
a negative charge [38].
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Figure 3. The zeta potential of HA hydrogel nanoscaffold

FTIR analysis
The sort of bindings generated during
the modification of HA is determined
via FTIR method (Figure 4), which
characterizes cross-linked or linear HA
[39,40]. In a work conducted by Alsibani et al., the presence of alkyl chain
in the crosslinking agent has been
observed in cross-linked HA (bands
were seen between 2850 and 2930 cm-

1

). In addition, when the amount of the
cross-linker is enhanced, the band
intensity of the carboxyl group declines
[40]. However, in another study, no
significant differences were observed
between the spectra of cross-linked and
linear HA excluding a band at 1650 cm1
[41]. The results in our study
indicated the proper crosslinking of the
HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds.

Figure 4. Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) of HA hydrogel nanoscaffold

Conclusion
The purpose of this experiment was to
prepare
and
evaluate
the
physicochemical properties of HA
hydrogel nanoscaffolds which was
developed using chemical precipitation
technique and glutaraldehyde was
utilized as a crosslinking chemical. The
produced HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds
were then characterized by DLS, SEM,
zeta sizer and FTIR. The results
displayed relatively monodisperse and
biomodal HA hydrogel nanoscaffolds
with the mean particle size of 291.30
nm with the negative values of the zeta
potential (-5.96 mv). These results
propose
that
HA
hydrogel

nanoscaffolds are potential candidates
in the field of stem cell therapy and
tissue regeneration. The unique
properties of the HA as a natural
component of ECM and the benefits of
nanotechnology in fabrication of
hydrogels introduces a novel alternative
system to the existing HA bulk gels.
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